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Pune is a cosmopolitan city where people of different cultures, casts, and backgrounds reside. This
also brings the education and cultural hub here. Pune enjoys existence of many good and renowned
collages for different subjects like arts, commerce, management and law. There was something
lacking till the year 2005 in designing education, until INIFD Deccan started.

In the year 2005 Mr. Amit Agrawal started INIFD Deccan, which had unique vision and mission to
deliver the best designing education in India. With the instituteâ€™s launching Pune got a new
dimension towards the designing education, now students who wanted to pursue interior, jewelry,
fashion and textile designing courses could easily enroll.

Inter National Institute of Fashion Designing was revolutionary and won hearts of many students by
providing them best facilities, study methods, infrastructure, affordable fees and assured
placements which other institutes fail to do.

Courses that this institute offers are â€“

â€¢	B.sc in Interior / Fashion/Textile designing

â€¢	Advanced Diploma in Interior / Fashion/Textile designing

â€¢	Diploma in Interior / Fashion/Textile/ designing

â€¢	Certification and Professional course in Jewelry designing

â€¢	MBA in design Management

â€¢	Different short term courses

Finding verity of courses in a single institute is hard for any student and this is the reason why this
institute has gathered name and fame.

Their appreciable efforts for assured placement assistance for their students have really highlighted
the instituteâ€™s credibility. Students of INIFD Deccan are well placed at many design houses, big
brands, studios. Many of them are their own boss; they run profitable and well named entrepreneurs
across the country. Students of INIFD have also worked as set designers in bollywood movies and
TV serials.

Highlights @ INIFD

*Better understanding through well equipped classrooms

*Technical and practical knowledge assistance provided by the institute

*Direct tie-ups with international names, so that students enjoy assured placements.

*Students develop a professional portfolio at the end of course which helps them in placements.
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*Students work on actual design projects.

*Participation of students in various national and international fashion and designing events, which
gives them immeasurable exposure.

Designing courses have attracted charm and glamour in todayâ€™s world, where students pursuing the
course get many chances to meet celebrities and famous people. This also makes them feel
celebrities and design for them.

International Institute of Fashion Designing has proved to bring a revolutionary change in the
education, and bring a new zeal and enthusiasm amongst students who will to be designers or want
to fly on the seventh sky.

Today, thousands of students dream of becoming designers and they know that there is someone
who is going to fulfill their dream that is why INIFD Deccan calls is, dreams come trueâ€¦
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